MLCPA DRESS CODE
2023-2024

SHIRTS
**Middle School:** White button-down shirt (short or long sleeve)
**High School:** Light Blue button-down shirt (short or long sleeve)
*NO POLOS*

PANTS
Khaki dress pants only

SHOES
Dress Shoes, boat shoes, and cowboy boots
*Tennis shoes and sneakers on Friday only!*

NECKTIES
**Middle School:** issued green tie
**High School:** issued green and blue striped necktie or bowtie

BELTS
Black or Brown – Leather or canvas

OUTERWEAR
Tuesday-Thursday students are required to wear an MLCPA sweater vest, pullover, or cardigan
Friday – MLCPA spirit shirts, khakis, or solid blue color (light, medium, or dark wash) blue jeans (no rips, frays, and only blue jean patches – no “stacked” jeans), and tennis shoes

THE NO’S
- No polos
- No cargo style pants and/or elastic band on bottom of pant legs
- No pull-over hoodies or zip-up hoodies
- No slides, no foam/rubber shoes (crocs, Yeezy foam RNNR or off-brand versions)
- No hats or beanies
- No sunglasses

*If student is caught wearing any of these items, the items will be confiscated and held in the main office for parents to pick up*